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Abstract

Whilst the current pilot control system provides pilots the ability to manoeuvre the underwater
Remotely Controlled Vehicle (ROV) with a high degree of precision and accuracy, the control signals
between the individual control panels and the central processing hub are still analog. Because of this
the physical interconnection system and hardware is cumbersome when compared to its digital
counterpart. The proposed solution was to replace the current ribbon cables with a serial
communication network; forming the basis for this project.
The main objective of this project was to establish a serial communication link between a central
node and the multiple pilot control panels. The design must be able to interface with multiple panels
whilst still being robust, provide modularity, be expandable and most importantly maintain efficient
communication to reduce latency.
This report documents the extensive research into serial communication networks that was required
to aid in designing a system that would meet the requirements. Several prototype systems were
developed using pre-existing microprocessors boards before the final prototype system was realised.
The development and testing of each system has been individually documented to provide the
reader with an in depth understanding of each system, whilst demonstrating the methodology used
to realise the final system.
The final prototype system whilst using existing microprocessor boards was able to conclusively
prove a serial communication interface could be used to collect the control signals from all ten
panels, whilst maintaining efficient communication. Because time permitted the idea of a
potentiometer fault detection system was investigate and documented, whilst the system was found
to work with a degree of accuracy the future work is still required.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Total Marine Technology Company Background
Total Marine Technology (TMT) is an Australian based company incorporated in 1999 and is located
in Bibra Lake, Western Australia. TMT’s goal when founded was to provide locally designed and built
work class ROV’s and subsea tooling equipment for the offshore drilling and production industry.
The business units at TMT can be split into three service areas:




ROV Design/Manufacturing
ROV Operations
Intervention Tooling

This project falls under the ROV Design/Manufacture service area in particular the Electronics
Engineering department.

1.2 Project Objectives
The proposed project is to replace the current ribbon cable links between the Master Console Board
(MCB) and console panels with a serial data link. The current system has no intelligence associated
with each panel, rather raw electrical signals are sent to the MCB, thus to establish a serial link
between the panels and MCB a microprocessor card will sit behind each individual panel. This
microprocessor card will read the various switch states and potentiometer values, compile a
message and send it via the serial link to a central node hub.
A suitable serial communication protocol is to be chosen such that it fulfils the required project
objectives whilst making the system as robust as possible. The serial protocol must be able to
interface the central node hub with multiple panels whilst maintaining efficient communication. The
node hub will be used to collect and compile the control signals from the individual panels.

1.3 Project Outline
Like any engineering project the approach will be to break the project up into different stages to
ensure the best outcome. The project will essentially be broken up into three major phases: Predesign, Prototype and Verification and Documentation. Various TMT employees will be involved
throughout the project at different stages to provide their guidance and expert knowledge.
The pre-design phase will be used to familiarize and gather information on the previous system and
from this better understand what is required for the new system. The pre-design stage will require
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substantial research and liaising with TMT employees to develop a system that will not only meet the
requirements but also allow for further expansion. The Prototyping phase will involve the
procurement of parts to build a prototype system that will allow for the required code to be
developed such that debugging and troubleshooting is as easy as possible. The final stage involves
verifying and producing documentation for the working system and how it operates.

2 Pre-existing Control Console System
2.1 Overview
The control console system provides the pilot with all the necessary controls to operate the ROV. The
console itself is made from a carbon fibre shell, with each control panel interchangeable to allow
pilots to customize the panel layout to suit. The control console has two pilot stations; the right side
is generally used for piloting the ROV whilst the left side is used for controlling the Tether
Management System (TMS), manipulator and tooling. Figure 1 has been removed due to copyright,
but can be seen on the TMT website on the following link.
http://www.tmtrov.com.au/tooling/standard-tooling/tmt-control-console
The picture is of a standard control console system setup with monitors.

Figure 1: TMT Control Console
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Table 1 provides a brief description of each control panel’s functions:
Control Panel

Function

Start/Stop Panel

Provides pilot the ability to power up the ROV and other
equipment.

ROV Light Control Panel

Controls the various ROV lights intensity levels.

Thrusters Trim Control Panel

Individual thrusters can be trimmed to suit the conditions.
Provide the pilot the ability to enable auto heading, depth
and position.
Used to control subsea tooling equipment such as torque
tools, and cutting saws.

Auto Control Panel
Aux Tooling Panel
Camera Control Panel

Enable the cameras to pan, tilt, zoom and focus.

Pilot Manipulator Control Panel
Co-Pilot Manipulator Control Panel
Vertical Thrusters Control Panel
Horizontal Thrusters Control Panel

Controls the movements of the manipulator arm and grabber
for the ROV.
Controls the movements of the manipulator arm and grabber
for the ROV.
Provides the ability to move up and down via the respective
thrusters.
Enables the ROV to be piloted forward, backwards and as
well as rotating CW and CCW.
Table 1: Control Panel Descriptions

Figure 2 provides an example of the actual Manipulator Arm Pilot control panel; it contains various
toggle switches, a potentiometer and switch joysticks.

Figure 2: Manipulator Arm Pilot Control Panel
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2.2 Hardware
The various pieces of equipment currently used in the ROV control system will be explained in the
subsequent sections to provide an overview of the system, providing the reader with a greater
understanding of the previous system and its components.

2.2.1 Control Panels
The control panels use various switches and potentiometers to send analog electrical signals to the
MCB dependent on their state or position. The control panels have no intelligence associated with
them and thus control signals are sent to the MCB by varying the voltage difference between the
signal line and common local ground.

2.2.1.1 Contact Switches
Numerous types of contact switches are used on the control panels to meet various control
requirements. The mechanical action of the contact switches vary from momentary, toggle and latch
depending on their application. The contact switches are used to control lights, manipulator arms,
cameras and various subsea tooling equipment. When contact is made a five volt signal is sent to the
MCB whilst a zero volt signal signifies no contact.

Switch Type

Circuit Symbol

Function

Toggle

A lever is used to actuate the switch into one of two or more
positions. Toggle switches may be of a latch or momentary
operation.

Pushbutton

The push button is a two position device; the circuit is made
when the button is depressed. The button may latch or be
momentary dependent on the required action.

Joystick

Whilst most joysticks use analog signals to convey their
position relative to a reference point. Simple switch joysticks
indicate direction by moving the joystick on an axis to make
contact, providing a high voltage signal for the input. Unlike
analog joysticks which can indicate a relative position to a
reference point only the direction can be indicated for switch
joystick.
Table 2: Switch Types. Adapted From [1]
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2.2.1.2 Potentiometers
Applications that require control to be adjustable like pressure or
adjusting the thrusters’ trim levels cannot be done with a high degree of
accuracy with a simple contact switch. Potentiometers provide the ability
to alter the resistance of a circuit and thus the voltage seen by the
measuring device. This voltage can be read as a varying analog signal and
provides the pilot with the ability to accurately choose a large range of
operating points dependent on the potentiometer dial position. Figure 3
illustrates the general principle behind a potentiometers mechanical
action and circuit. The top illustration shows that the resistance of the
circuit is altered when the slider contact is rotated around the resistor.
The resistances R1 and R2 vary depending on the slider position and thus
the voltage potential between U1 and Uwyj will varying accordingly due to
the Voltage Divider Rule.
Figure 3: Potentiometer Operation [35]

2.2.1.3 Hall Effect Joystick
The ROV is required to be piloted with a high degree of precision when undertaking various tasks. A
3-axis Hall Effect Joystick provides precision analog control and therefore has been used to control
the horizontal movements of the ROV. Hall Effect sensors provide a contactless alternative to
potentiometer joysticks. Because of this they have a longer life span as there is no electrical wear like
potentiometers [2].

2.2.2 Ribbon Cable & Connectors
The current system utilises ribbon cables with DB50 connectors to connect the control panels to the
Master Console Adapter (MCA) board. The ribbon cables are used as a single-ended transmission
(see section 3.2.1) medium and are a low cost alternative when cost is more important than data
transfer rate. Ribbon cables can be susceptible to noise and require additional hardware and
software filters to reduce the cables vulnerability to false triggering, because of this differential
transmission (see section 3.2.1) is recommended for cable lengths over one meter [3].
As technology has progressed microprocessors have become cheaper and cheaper to the point
where putting individual microprocessor cards onto each control panel to supervise inputs is
feasible. This would enable all communication from the control panels to be digital, greatly reducing
the system’s susceptibility to noise interference and allow for future improvements.

2.2.3 Master Console Adapter Board
The master console adapter board simply serves as the interconnection point between the individual
control panels and the MCB. All the ribbon cables are collected and plugged into the adapter board
with the output to the MCB via a single cable using a 96 way DIN41612 socket.
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2.2.4 Master Console Board
The MCB is the central microprocessor board responsible for collecting the required control signals
from the individual control panels, interpreting the results and sending the required control signals
to the ROV. The board also controls the communication link between top side and the ROV, regularly
polling the ROV for information such as depth and compass readings which provided feedback for
the control system and pilots.

2.2.5

Block Diagram Pre-existing System

Figure 4 has been included to aid readers in understand the interconnections between the
equipment of the pre-existing system.

CONTROL PANEL

DB50
RIBBON
CABLE

MASTER
CONSOLE
ADAPTER
BOARD

96 way
DIN41612
CONNECTOR

MASTER
CONSOLE
BOARD

RS485

RS485 TO FIBRE
OPTIC
CONVERTER

FIBRE
OPTIC

ROV VEHICLE

Figure 4: Pre-existing System Block Diagram

2.3 Software & Programming Language
Microchip’s MPLAB XC Compiler [4] is used at TMT to develop the code required for the various
microprocessor boards; all the code is written in the programming language C. The compiler
translates all the code written in standard American National Standard Institute (ANSI) C into
assembly language source files for the microprocessor [5]. The device used to download the
developed code to the microprocessor board will be addressed later in the report.
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3 Background
The background section provides the reader with a greater understanding of the requirements to
establish a serial communication network as well as outline the various serial communication
methods researched.

3.1 Open System Interconnection Model
The Open System Interconnection (OSI) model provides a reference model by which a digital
communication network can be established. The model’s structure consists of seven different layers
which simplify data communications into a framework allowing designers to design independent
protocol layers. Each layer has a specific purpose but is interfaced with the layers above and below
it, allowing data to pass through the layers. The OSI model is not to be considered a protocol or set
of rules that must be followed but merely a framework that should be used when developing a
network to clearly define the functions or services that are required [6].
Table 3 briefly highlights the function of each OSI layer.
Layer

Function

1. Physical Layer

Provides the physical connection between the devices and the network.
Transmits the data onto the network and requires a network topology,
transceivers and cables.

2. Data Link Layer

Provides a means to access the network as well as handling the
information received and acknowledgement of this.

3. Network Layer

Controls how packets are routed from one node to another through the
network to the final destination.

4. Transport Layer

Controls the procedural means by which data is to be transferred and
handles the quality control over how large messages are divided.

5. Session Layer

Manages the organisation and synchronisation of the data exchange
between the devices.

6. Presentation Layer

Encodes the application data into an appropriate format for the receiver,
it controls tasks like encryption and compressing data.

7. Application Layer

Provides an application access to the network. Application task can be
file transfer, emails and network management.
Table 3: OSI Model Layers. Adapted From [6]
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The OSI model will be used as reference for this project to develop the serial communication
network between the microprocessor boards. The model will provide the framework during the
design stage to develop the serial communication network.

3.2 Serial Communication
Communication across a serial link is a method by which a byte of information is sent one bit at a
time by the serial port. Serial communication when compared to its parallel counterpart is slower as
whole bytes are sent at once in parallel communication. Serial communication is advantageous over
parallel communication as the system is much simpler and cost effective [7]. Serial transmission links
can be up to 1200 meters long whilst parallel links can be no more than 2 meters between any two
devices due to clock skew [7].

3.2.1 Single-Ended or Differential Transmission
There are two main types of data transmission circuits used to communicate between devices; these
are single-ended and differential. Single-ended is referred to as an unbalanced circuit, the voltage
difference between the signal line and the common local ground is used to determine the buses logic
state [3]. Differential on the other hand is a balanced circuit where by the voltage difference
between two twisted signal lines determines the logic state of the bus [3].

3.2.1.1 Single-Ended
The electrical schematic diagram of a common single-ended transmission model can be seen in the
Figure 5 below. Noise sources VN and VG have been added to the signal line and ground to show how
vulnerable a single signal line is to electromechanical noise or inductive pickup [3]. The receiver
voltage VI is no longer equal to Vo [3] and thus the received data may be corrupt. Because of this
single-ended transmission systems are restricted to low signalling rates and short transmission wires
[3].
Receiver

Driver
Signal Wire
+

VN
+

VO
-

VG

V I = VO + VN + VG
-

Figure 5: Single-Ended Transmission Circuit Model. Adapted From [3]
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3.2.1.2 Differential
Differential transmission systems overcome the effect of noise interference by measuring the
voltage difference between each signal line of a twisted pair cable. The same noise sources VN and VG
have been added to the differential circuit diagram in Figure 6 to show that even though noise has
been added to each line the voltage difference seen by the receiver is the same as at the driver end
[3]. Because of this immunity to external noise differential signalling is used when high signalling
rates and or long transmission distances are required [3].
Driver

Receiver
Signal Wires

VN
VID

VN
VIA
VOA
VIB

VOB

VIA = VOA + VN + VG
VIB = VOB + VN + VG
VIA - VIB = VOA + VOB = VID

VG

Figure 6: Differential Transmission Circuit Model. Adapted From [3]

3.3 Physical Network Topologies
The physical layout of the cables, computers and devices is known as the physical network topology
of a communication system. This is different from logical topology that handles how this information
is passed between devices and is defined in the communication protocol. The following sections will
address the four of the most common topologies.
3.3.1 Bus
A bus topology utilises a main backbone cable to connect all the devices onto the same network,
spurs from the main backbone cable connect the individual devices. The system is advantageous as it
is cheap to implement, requires less cabling and does not utilise specialised equipment to
interconnect devices. Whilst it has its advantages a break in the cable will take down the whole
system, and prevent all devices from communicating on the network [8].
3.3.2 Star
A central hub or switch interconnects all devices with their own transmission cable. The system can
be thought of as multiple point-to-point connections between the central node and each device. The
star topology is easily expandable without disrupting the network, with cable failures isolated to one
device making troubleshooting easy. The amount of cabling required is high and implementation can
be more difficult than other options. The central node is the single point of failure with all nodes
disabled if it goes down [8].
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3.3.3 Ring
A ring topology as its name suggest consists of devices being interconnected in a logical ring. A
message is passed around the ring until it reaches its destination. This causes problems if there is a
cable fault the entire network may be disrupted if redundancy systems are not in place. The system
is relatively easily setup with cable faults easily found making troubleshooting easier [8].
3.3.4 Mesh
Each device is interconnected with every other device in the network giving this system a high level
of redundancy. Even if one path is compromised messages can be sent via other devices to the
intended destination. The system is rarely used as the setup cost is high, troubleshooting is difficult
and wiring up the system is complicated [8].
A star topology was chosen due to its capabilities of being easily expandable, in that slave nodes can
be disconnected and reconnected at any time, whilst not disrupting the system. The topology also
provides a high degree of redundancy, in that if one communication link was damaged or a board
went down, the system could continue to operate.
It was favourable to choose the star topology as TMT have already designed the node hub
microprocessor board that would make this setup possible and allow a prototype system to be
developed in the limited time frame.

3.4 Error Detection
An error may occur in the data communication between two devices when the value of an individual
bit is altered from a 0 to a 1 or vice versa [9]. This message received may not be seen as corrupt by
the receiver but is still an altered version from what has been originally sent by the sender. Various
different error detection methods exist to detect when a message has become corrupted.
The origin of errors can be caused by the following:






Impulse Noise is a single pulse event that occurs for a short duration and can originate from
a lightning discharge or a spike in the source power [10].
Crosstalk occurs when the signal from one transmission line carrying a stronger signal is
coupled to another transmission line in close proximity producing noise on the weaker line
[10].
Attenuation is a reduction in the signal strength as a signal travels the length of the
transmission medium. Thus the line is more vulnerable to noise [10].
White Noise or thermal noise is found in all electrical devices and is caused by the electrons
moving in the conductor [10].

Error detection methods can be classified into two main groups. Feedback error control allows the
receiver to detect when an error has occurred in the message received but it does not have the
capability to correct this error like in forward error correction [10]. Most industrial systems use the
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feedback approach because it is simple and highly accurate, only methods relating to the feedback
approach will be discussed.

3.4.1 Parity
Parity checking is a very simple form of error checking in that user specifies an even or odd parity.
When the data is sent the parity bit is altered such that the number of ones in the message is equal
to the parity chosen. The receiver counts the number of ones received, an error is flagged if the
count is not even or odd depending on the parity chosen [10]. The parity check is only a good form of
error checking when one bit is altered. If two bits are altered the system is unable to identify the
error has occurred as the parity check will still match. Because of this parity checks will not be
implemented [9].
3.4.2 Checksum
The checksum method uses an additional byte appended to the message, which is the arithmetic
sum of all the bytes that make up the message to be sent. The receiver calculates the sum of the
bytes received and checks it against the value found in the last byte sent, if the values match the
message has been sent successfully [11].
3.4.3 Cyclic Redundancy Check
The Cyclic Redundancy check is an approach that is generally used for large messages like Ethernet,
which have a frame in the order of thousands of bytes [9]. Whilst it is considered very effective its
application is beyond what is required for this project and will not be discussed further.

3.5 Data Coding
Data coding can be thought of as the language by which the transmitter and receiver agree to
communicate in. This is important as the message to be sent by the transmitter needs to be correctly
interpreted. The most common code used today is the American Standard Code for Information
Interchange (ASCII); it will be used as the code for this project’s serial communication.

3.5.1 ASCII
ASCII is the single most used character set in the western world [12]. The code uses a seven bit
binary number to represent a possible 128 (27) characters such as:





The alphabet, upper and lower case
Numbers 0 to 9
Punctuation marks and symbols
Control codes that are not printable and used by the communication link itself
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Whilst ASCII is very prevalent in the western world it can only represent characters written in English.
This brought about several new character sets to encompass various languages such as: western
European languages, Cyrillic alphabet, Greek alphabet, Japanese alphabet and Chinese alphabet [12].
Numerous extended version of ASCII code have been developed over the years as the need for more
characters grew. Unicode was developed to create a universal coding system that could be used to
transmit information between different languages [13]. ASCII was chosen over other data coding
methods as it was already adopted and implemented within TMT systems. Whilst Unicode can store
over 1 million different code points, 128 characters available using ASCII is more than enough.
Unicode code uses 21 bits to represent characters [13] thus resulting in longer transmission packages
than the 7 bit ASCII data code.

3.6 Serial Communication Interfaces
Over the years several different Serial Communication Interfaces (SCI) have been developed, each
with their own advantages and disadvantages. Several different serial communication standards
have been researched to find the most applicable for this project. The different serial communication
standards have been categorised into two broad groups: Hardware Defined Standards and Hardware
and Protocol Defined Standards.

3.6.1 Hardware Defined Standards
Hardware Defined Standards only address the physical layer of the OSI model as explained earlier.
RS-422 and RS-485 are serial data links that define the electrical and physical specifications of the
data connection. Layers 2 to 7 are not addressed and a protocol must be developed to complete the
communication interface and define or omit layers of the OSI model.

3.6.1.1 RS-422
RS-422 is a multi-drop standard that allows interconnection of up to ten receivers with one driver;
however the standard only permits unidirectional communication [3]. The requirements of the
proposed system require that each panel be able to communicate with the master node and provide
information upon request. The RS-422 standard is not capable of meeting the requirements of the
system and therefore will not be discussed further.

3.6.1.2 RS-485
RS-485 is an electrical standard that is used to implement a balanced multipoint serial
communication network. The term balanced refers to the fact two wires are used to transmit the
data as explained in section 3.2.1.2 referring to differential transmission systems. The physical layout
of the network is generally a bus topology in that all the slave nodes are connected to the master via
a main backbone [14].
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The features of RS-485 are:






Differential Transmission provides immunity to noise
Multiple operations from a single 5V supply
Max of 32 unit loads
High signalling Rate – maximum of 50M bits/s
Line length up to 1200m

[15]

RS-485’s suitability to the project in that it allows high signalling rates, longer line lengths, high
immunity to noise and the fact most TMT equipment uses RS-485 it was decided that physical layer
of the OSI model would use the RS-485 electrical standard.

3.6.2 Hardware & Protocol Defined Standards
Hardware and Protocol Defined Standards are complete serial communication packages in that they
address all layers of the OSI model where applicable. Because both hardware and software are
integrated into one system the standard is considered a complete system.

3.6.2.1 RS-232
RS-232 is a serial communication standard that differs from other electrical standards; it provides the
appropriate connectors and protocol and is thus considered a complete standard. RS-232 was
originally designed to interface computers with peripherals at low speeds and short distances. The
standard is also considered to be an unbalanced system and because of this is susceptible to ground
noise. Due to the constraints mentioned above and the standards inability for interconnection with
multiple devices it will not be explored further as this is a requirement for the proposed system [3].
3.6.2.2 Controller Area Network
The controller area network (CAN) [16] standard was researched and found to be a very suitable
serial interface that could be used to the main features of CAN such as:





The ability to have multiple masters on a single bus
In-built priority levels for messages
Bus arbitration
Error detection and recovery methods
[16]

Whilst it was found to be a very suitable application due to time restraints and given that no TMT
equipment uses the standard it was decided not to be used.
3.6.2.3 Ethernet
The complexity involved in creating an Ethernet network compared to other serial communication is
very high. Due to the limited time frame and the lack of experience amongst TMT employees and the
fact that no other TMT equipment currently uses the system it was not considered a non-viable
option early.
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4 Proposed New System
Figure 7 below highlights the hardware and interconnections for the new system. The final system
was designed based on the research completed as well as the limitations of the project time frame. It
would not have been realistic to design purpose built boards specifically for the project application in
the time frame provided, and thus pre-existing boards (see sections 6.5 and 6.6 for board specific
capabilities) have been utilised with the knowledge gained to develop a new system that will meet
the projects requirements. The pre-existing Subsea IOX board can be considered a general purpose
input/output board providing the ability to collect the required analog/digital control signals. The
node hub board designed by TMT provides the ability for twelve different RS-485 channels to be
used to collect all the control signals from the Subsea IOX boards.
It is hoped that the system will be expanded such that a PC will poll the node hub and display the
information collected from the individual control panels, time permitting. Figure 7 only illustrates the
connection between one control panel and subsea board with the node hub. This pair will be
duplicated nine more times to encompass all the control panels.

USB

Control Panels
•Switches
•Potentiometers
•Each panel has
its own Subsea
Board

Subsea Board

Node Hub

•Analog &
Digital I/O
Board
•Individually
addressed
•Interpret
input signals
•Each board
has its own
RS485 link to
the node hub

•Polls each
individual
panels subsea
board for
values
•Combines all
the data from
the control
panels

USB to RS485
Converter
•Connects the
node hub
board to the
PC.

PC
•Poll the node
hub board for
collected
panel values
•Displays
information
that would be
sent to the
ROV

Figure 7: Proposed New System
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5 Prototype Systems
During the development of the serial communications system several different prototypes were used
before the final working system was developed. This was done purposely to keep the system as
simple as possible in the beginning allowing for further expansion and modifications as the system
took shape. The following section highlights the different prototypes used and a what stage they
were used and why, each system will be referenced and explained in more detail in section 9.

5.1 Initial Prototype
The prototype system as illustrated in Figure 8 consists of only one Subsea IOX board interfaced with
the Node Hub. By keeping the system as simple as possible debugging and fault finding within the
hardware and software can be easily done. To aid in debugging a USB to Serial Converter has been
wired into the system, it does nothing more than listen in on communication between the two
boards providing the ability to verify correct message structure and that a response from the subsea
IOX board has been sent. Once the test and verification of the developed code was complete the
prototype was upgraded to the prototype discussed in section 5.2.
SUBSEA IOX
BOARD 1

NODE HUB
BOARD

WIRED
DIRECTLY

DB50
RIBBON
CABLE

RS485

RS485

VERTICAL THRUSTER
CONTROL PANEL

INTERFACE
MODULE

USB

USB TO RS485
CONVERTER

PC – DOCKLIGHT
PROGRAM
Figure 8: Initial Prototype System
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5.2 Revised Prototype
The revised prototype in Figure 9 was created to allow the PC to be connected to the node hub
board, such that the information collected from the control panels could be displayed on the PC. This
provided a means of checking that the code used to interpret the received values did so correctly.

USB

SUBSEA IOX
BOARD
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PROGRAM

RS485

RS485

VERTICAL THRUSTER
CONTROL PANEL
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WIRED
DIRECTLY

DB50
RIBBON
CABLE

Figure 9: Revised Prototype System

5.3 Final Prototype
The final prototype system in Figure 10 was used as the final test to verify the system was adaptable
to more than one board and confirm an originally found board could be disconnected deemed
missing and then found again when reconnected. PC console monitor program was also included to
poll the node hub board for all the analog and digital values and display it on the PC program.

Figure 10: Final Prototype System
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6 Hardware
The following section provides a brief overview of the different equipment used to build the
prototype systems, as various components on the microprocessor boards that are essential to the
systems operation they will be explained in greater detail.

6.1 Power Supply
The microprocessor boards are powered using a DC regulated power supply set at 24V as required.
This voltage is then regulated by the microprocessor board to supply the required voltages and is
discussed further in section 6.4.2 on page 25.

6.2 RUS-9530 USB to Serial Converter
The RUS-9530 USB to serial converter [17] seen in Figure 11 is used to listen in on the
data transmission between the Node Hub and Subsea IOX board to confirm
communication is present between the boards. The device was used in conjunction
with Docklight [18], Tpoll and the ROV Console Test programs to listen and
communicate via the converter device from USB to RS485.
Figure 11: Ethernet Direct
RUS-9530

6.3 ICD 3
The MPLAB ICD 3 [19] device is used to program and debug the code developed in
the MPLAB Integrated Development Environment (IDE) [19]. The device seen in
Figure 12 is connected to the PC via a USB 2.0 interface and Molex Printed Circuit
Board connector to the target.

6.4 Microprocessor Board Components

Figure 12: Microchip ICD 3
In-Circuit Debugger

Whilst each microprocessor board has been designed and built for a specific purpose they all contain
a core set of components. The following section will address the operation of these common
components providing a clear justification as to their purpose within the microprocessor boards
design.
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6.4.1 Protection
Each PCB board uses a protection circuit ensure the components are not damaged such as if the
supply voltage exceeds the required twenty four volts. The circuit uses a range of diodes, zener
diodes and transient voltage suppressors to ensure the board’s components are not damaged.

6.4.2 Regulated Supply Voltage
Because each board may require a range of voltage levels, the original twenty four volt supply is
regulated to suit. The microprocessor requires five Volts whilst the analog inputs require ten Volts on
the subsea board for example. The boards use high efficiency DC-DC switching regulators and linear
regulators depending on the application needs.

6.4.3 Microprocessor
The Microchip dsPIC30F Microcontroller unit family [20] has been chosen by TMT to be used
throughout their PCB cards. The architecture and peripheral modules implementation is uniform
across the family but specifics for each device may vary. Whilst different Microcontroller units are
used on the boards the specifics of each board will not be discussed but an overview dsPIC30F family
will be discussed.
Each dsPIC30F chip can be classified into the following areas; Central Processing Unit (CPU) Core,
System Integration and Peripherals. Not all features integrated into each microcontroller unit
discussed below have been incorporated in the project, rather they serve as background information
to the unit’s capabilities.

6.4.3.1 CPU Core
The CPU core contains the basic parts that are required to make the devices operational these
include;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

CPU – 16bit (data) modified Harvard architecture
Data Memory – 144K Bytes
Program Memory – EEPROM 4096 Bytes
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) Engine
Interrupts
[20]

6.4.3.2 System Integration
The system integration parts are responsible to decrease the overall system cost as well as increase
system reliability and design flexibility.
1. Oscillator – Allows the designer to setup and configure the oscillator system and its
operation and allows various external and internal oscillator options, clock switch between
different clock sources and programming clock post scalar for power saving.
2. Reset – Combines all the reset sources into one master reset signal.
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3. Low Voltage Detect (LVD) – Used for applications that are battery operated, the LVD module
detects when the battery voltage drops below a threshold and shuts down the system, this
feature is not required for this system.
4. Watchdog Timer and Power Saving Modes – The systems watchdog timer is used to detect
system software malfunctions and resets the devices if the system has not cleared the
watchdog timer. The system has two different power savings modes, sleep mode and idle
mode. Sleep mode is the lowest power mode for the device disabling the CPU, system clock
source and all peripherals that operate on the system clock whilst idle mode the CPU is
disabled but the system clock source continues to operate peripherals. The watchdog timer
has been used within the code to detect system malfunctions.
5. Flash & Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory (EEPROM) Programming –
Provides the programmer with the option to use different techniques for flash program
memory and data EEPROM. The EEPROM has been used to retain setup information specific
for each microcontroller unit such as baud rate, device id and addresses.
6. Device Configuration – Provides the user with the ability to configure the device to fit a
specific application, with the registers being non-volatile memory. Setup configurations such
as oscillator source, watchdog timer mode and code protection settings can all be
remembered on power down.
[20]
6.4.3.3 Peripherals
The device is not much use if it cannot be interfaced with the external world; different peripherals
are available to suit the application of the designers such as;
1. Input/Output (I/O) Ports – used for digital inputs for control switches.
2. Timers – used to provide correct timing for polling sequences, A/D conversions and serial
communications.
3. Input Capture Module
4. Output Compare Module
5. Quadrature Encoder Interface (QEI)
6. 10-bit A/D Converter
7. 12-bit A/D Converter – used to convert the analog control signals to their digital equivalent
to be interpreted by the control system to control the ROV.
8. Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UART) Module – used to send bits serially
over the communication medium between microcontrollers.
9. Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) Module
10. Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) Module
11. Data Converter Interface (DCI) Module
12. CAN Module
[20]

6.4.4 Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter
Both Microchip UART’s have 4-deep First-In-First-Out (FIFO) receive and transmit data buffers. This
means that only four bytes (characters) can be held in either data buffer at any given time with the
first character put in the buffer the first to be sent or processed respective to its buffer type [20].
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This is important as the data in the receive buffer must be processed swiftly, so that space can be
made in the buffer for new data to be receive. This ensures no data is lost due to the buffer being
full. The opposite is required for the sending buffer in that it must be continually filled to ensure all
the data is sent.

6.4.4.1 Loopback Mode
The UART has the ability to provide loopback functionality, in that the UART transmit output is
internally connected to the UART receive input [20]. This allows the user to program the routine such
that the UART receive input can look for the last character being sent and instantaneously disable
the drive mode of the transceiver and enable the read mode ready for the response. This reduces
the need for wait period between messages as well as reducing the chance of missing returned data
by not enabling the read mode quick enough.

6.5 Subsea Board
The subsea IOX board is to be used as an I/O board to collect the various control signals from the
control panels. The board’s Dual In-line Package (DIP) switches allow each board to have one of 16
unique addresses. This means that up to 16 different boards can be implemented on the same RS485
communication line [21]. The DIP switches for this project will be used to uniquely identify the
different control panels, enabling the microprocessor to execute the correct code and provide the
correct information to the node hub board.
The subsea IOX board has the following capabilities and are indicated in Figure 13.
 Isolated input supply voltage.
 12 analog inputs with a sensor voltage of 10V or 15V selectable via jumpers.
 6 digital inputs with a 5V sensor supply three configurable as pull up and three pull down
resistors.
 4 digital outputs with Field-effect transistors.

Figure 13: Subsea Board
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6.5.1 Analog Inputs
There are a total of twelve analog inputs available; two analog inputs are to be used as a 0-5 Volt
analog input whilst the other ten inputs are identical with a jumper selection to use 0-10 Volt or 420mA.
As mentioned earlier the analog signals from the control panels are a 0-5V signal but the subsea IOX
board has been set up for 0-10V. To maximise the resolution of the Analog to Digital Converter (ADC)
the voltage reference (Vref) [20] has been changed. The external Vref of 10V is no longer used instead
the internal voltage reference (VAVDD) of 5V has been used to align the system with the previous
setup which used a 5V voltage reference for the ADC. The ADC for the subsea board is a 12bit
converter meaning the range of digital values is from 0 to 4095, with the max value 4095
represented when the input voltage equals Vref. More detail pertaining to the analog input circuit can
be seen in section 11.1.

6.5.2 Digital Inputs
A total of 6 digital inputs available; three digital inputs are configured with pull down resistors and
three with pull up resistors. This must be considered when writing the code, as the logic seen will be
opposite for the same switch position given the two different configurations. Pull up and pull down
resistors eliminate the input pin “floating” by either pulling the input pin high to five volts on low to
zero volts. This makes sure the microprocessor does not misinterpret the input pin as high or low, as
this may occur if the input pin is allowed to “float”.
Vcc

6.5.2.1 Pull-Down Resistors
Pull-down resistors are used to pull the input pin to ground when the
switch is opened and are connected between the input pin and ground.
Figure 14 provides an example of a pull-down resistor setup. When the
switch is closed the input pin will be driven high and low when the
switch is reopened.

Switch

Input Pin

Microprocessor

R1

GND

Figure 14: Pull Down Resistor.
Adapted From [22]

6.5.2.2 Pull-Up Resistors
Pull-up resistors work in a similar manner to pull-down resistors but
instead they pull the input pin high when the switch is open and low
when the switch is closed. This can be seen in the Figure 15. Notice that
the resistor and switch positions have been swapped causing the circuit
to give the opposite logic state to the pull down resistor for the same
switch position.

Vcc

R1

Input Pin

Microprocessor

Switch

GND

Figure 15: Pull Up Resistor.
Adapted From [22]
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6.5.2.3 Low Pass Filter
The mechanical action of the contact switch causes noise to be attributed to the input signal. This
noise is referred to as bouncing as a mechanical switch tends to bounce when closed generating a
pulsating signal that may cause the input pin to misinterpret the switch state. A low pass filter is
used to de-bounce inputs and works by filtering out frequencies greater than its cut off frequency.
Figure 16 provides an example of the low pass filter circuit used on the subsea IOX board’s digital
inputs.
R
Input Pin
High

Signal High
Signal
Voltage

C
Input Pin
Low

Signal Low

Figure 16: Low Pass Filter. Adapted From [23]

The cut off frequency has been calculated below using the cut-off frequency formula, with a
resistance of 100kΩ and a capacitance of 10nF.

Where:
Fc – Cut-off frequency (Hz)
R – Resistance (Ω)
C – Capacitance (F)

[24]

6.6 Node Hub Board
The Node Hub board serves as a central hub to collect all the information from the
various console control panels and can be seen in Figure 17. The board comprises of
twelve independent RS-485 channels, with the data direction controlled by the
embedded PIC microcontroller. Only one channel may be used at any given time.
Light Emitting Diodes (LED) indicators provide a visual aid as to which channel is in
output or input mode. The board can be interfaced with a master communication
line via RS485 or RS232 [25].

Figure 18 provides a block diagram of the node hub board and the connections with
the PC and Subsea IOX boards via RS485. UART 1 is used for connecting the node
hub board to various PC applications that will be mentioned in section 7. The PIC
30F4011 uses an output pin of the microprocessor labelled DIR RS485 to control the
drive and read enable pin of the transceiver.

Figure 17: Node Hub Board
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UART 2 is wired differently to UART 1, in that UART 2 is connected to all twelve transceivers which, in
turn are connected to individual subsea IOX boards. The PIC 30F4011 still controls the drive and read
enable pins for each transceiver but only allows one transceivers drive pin to be enabled whilst all
others are disabled. Each transceivers drive pin is controlled by its own individual port of the
microprocessor.
The same principle applies for each read enable pin but due to the limited number of outputs
available on the microprocessor a line demultiplexer must be used to individually enable the correct
read pin, this ensures only one transceiver receives at any given time. The line demultiplexer is
attached to 4 output pins of the microprocessor and depending on if the individual output is high or
low the bit in the line demultiplexer is either a 1 or 0, the four bits represent a 4 bit binary number.
The binary combination of these bits can represent a number from 0 to 15 or 16 different values.
This allows the line demultiplexer to select the respective output pin for that number to be switched
high, enabling the correct read enable pin. Whilst the diagram only shows 4 drive and read enable
pins the same concept is used for the remaining six transceivers.
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Figure 18: Node Hub Board Block Diagram. Adapted From [21]
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7 Software
Various software applications were used throughout the project to develop code, aid in debugging
and demonstrate the final systems operation. The following will provide a very brief overview of
each program as two are proprietary software developed by TMT and are not available to the public.

7.1 Docklight
Docklight is a freely available terminal program [18] that allows the user to monitor the
communication between one or two serial devices. It has been used to do nothing more than listen
in on communication between the two boards providing the ability to verify correct message
structure as well as verify a response has been sent from the slave node.

7.2 Tpoll
Tpoll was developed by TMT to provide users the ability to poll TMT distributed network slave nodes
for the purpose of debugging and correct code operation. A serial port or USB port is required to
interface the PC with each node; this is usually over RS485 via a USB to RS485 converter [26]. The
user selects the ID and address of the slave to be polled as well as a command, depending on the
command the slave node will reply or execute the appropriate action. All successful replies are
displayed in the program window. The program also has added functionality like the ability to graph
values received by the slave in real time, or capture a range of data which is time stamped.

7.3 ROV Console Test
The ROV console test program was developed purely to test and verify correct operation of all the
control panels used to pilot the ROV once the install is complete. The program polls the
microprocessor board for the digital and analog values of the control panels and displays them in the
program window, providing the ability to test the potentiometers and switches for correct operation.
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8 Communication Protocol
It was decided that the general definition of messages should be kept in line with previous standards
used throughout TMT systems. The communication model is a master/slave configuration with all
communications initiated by the master, in this case the node hub board, the slaves (subsea IOX
boards) only reply upon a successful request. Communication messages between devices are to be
sent as sequences of ASCII characters with the following structure.
$s1nddddd’xx<CR>
Where:
Character Description

$

Constant starting character which further enhances the checksum for the message.

s

Node id, each type of board has a unique id. Node id range; a–z for message sent to
ROV and A–Z for reply messages from the ROV.

1

Node address differentiates between multiple boards of the same type. Nodes address
range; 1-9 and A-Z.

n

Number of characters the sent message contains, excluding the starting character $.
The characters represent a hexadecimal value and are converted to its decimal
equivalent value to represent the number of characters. A character of F would be
converted from its hexadecimal equivalent of F to its decimal representation of 15.

ddddd

The data payload.
Constant character that is used to differentiate between the end of the payload and the
beginning of the checksum.
The checksum used to validate the data received is correct. Sum of the hexadecimal
values of the characters s1nddddd’ with the lower two bytes of this sum being
appended to the message as the checksum.

‘
xx
<CR>

The end of transmission character 0x0D which is the carriage return.
Table 4: Message Structure [27]

Section 9.1.1 Send Finite State Machine on page 35 will address the importance of an id, address,
number of characters, a checksum and end of transmission character.
The TMT Distributed Intelligence Network uses the following settings for each character sent;





Baud 57600
Data 8 bits
Parity None
Stop Bits 1
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8.1 Node Hub Request Message Structure
In keeping with the conventions already used at TMT commands are sent as ASCII characters and
interpreted by the slave node. Predefined actions are executed when a particular command has
been received. Because the boards have the ability to be individually addressed via the DIP switches
a single command character could be used to request the relevant analog and digital values, as the
DIP switches tell the board which set of code to execute to return the correct information for that
specific control board.
The ASCII character ‘P’ has been used as the command to retrieve the analog and digital values with
the ASCII letter ‘P’ being sent as the data payload in Table 4.

8.2 Subsea IOX Reply Message Structure
Because each control panel consists of a different number of analog and digital inputs the number of
characters required to send the control values to the node hub board differs greatly. It was decided
that to keep the messages as short as possible, the unsigned integer values for each analog input
would be first converted to their equivalent hexadecimal values then sent as 3 ASCII characters,
instead the 4 characters required to represent the maximum value of 4095 for the 12 bit ADC. The
digital inputs are slightly different in that each input is considered a bit in a byte and set to 1 or 0
depending on its state, this binary number is then converted from its unsigned integer form to
hexadecimal and sent as 2, 3 or 4 ASCII characters depending on the number of digital inputs
required to be represented by the hexadecimal value.
Due to the varying number of analog and digital values the message structure could not be the same
for all control panels and thus a generalised structure was adopted.
The data pay load would take the following form with number of analog and digital inputs varied
depending on the control panel.

000000000000,FF
Where:







000 AIN1 Hexadecimal representation of the integer value from 0-4095
000 AIN2 Hexadecimal representation of the integer value from 0-4095
000 AIN3 Hexadecimal representation of the integer value from 0-4095
000 AIN4 Hexadecimal representation of the integer value from 0-4095
, Constant character that is used to differentiate between the end of the analog inputs and
the beginning of the digital inputs.
FF Digital Inputs Hexadecimal bits (DIN1,DIN2,DIN3,DIN4,DIN5,DIN6,DIN7,DIN8)
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9 Code Development & Testing
Before attempting to establish code for the new system previous code was examined and analysed
to further understand the programming language C as well as formulate a plan as to the best
approach to use for this project. The following section briefly highlights the crucial sections of code
developed as well as the code reused from previous applications to maintain consistency across the
company, like the state machine to compile and decompile messages.
Whilst each microprocessor board has been developed for a specific application each contains a
common set of source files, which within them contain code to initialise and setup the Microchip
microprocessor. Whilst each Microchip processor is different, the fundamentals to setup the chip are
the same. Table 5 highlights the different source files that contain initialisation, setup and general
code for the Node Hub and Subsea IOX boards. The code relevant to initialising and setup of the
microprocessor has to the most part been unchanged as it is not relevant to this project and thus will
not be explained in this report, but crucial code specific to each board is explained in the following
sections.
Source File
main.c

adc.c

app_func.c

Function
Contains the main routine run by the microcontroller and executes the initialisation
and setup code on start-up.
Initialises and sets up the analog to digital converter such as the sample/conversion
rate, number of channels to sample and voltage reference.
Handles the analog to digital conversion of inputs and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR)
filtering.
Contains various different board specific functions called by multiple sections of code,
keeps the main routine code clean and easy to read.

Allows the user to change the board setup on the fly, depending on messages
received from master communication by using the purpose built functions.
cmd_proc.c
Commands range from changing the board’s address or queries asking for the board’s
serial number.

eeprom.c

Used to read and write default values from EEPROM.

globals.c

List of variables used by various source files.

serial.c

UART setup, baud rate and interrupt routines.
State machine for handling received data as well as compiling messages.

timer.c

Setup and configuration of timers and timer interrupt routines.
Table 5: Microprocessor Source Files

Header files are used in conjunction with the above source files to share declarations between
multiple source files if required. The rest of the code developed and/or used will be explained in
depth as it is crucial to understanding the operation of the developed system.
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9.1 Serial Communication Code
The following section explains the serial communication code used to not only compile messages to
be sent, but interpret those received. A Finite State Machine (FSM) approach has been used to
simplify the code and provide a structured set of states that execute pre-determined actions.

9.1.1 Send Finite State Machine
The send FSM’s job is to keep filling the transmit buffer until it is full or there is no more data to
send. Because the transmit buffer is only 4 bytes (characters) deep it must continually loop and add
characters to the transmit buffer from the data array, as all messages are generally greater than four
characters long. The send FSM utilises the UART loopback mode discussed in section 6.4.4.1 to
disable the transceiver in the subsea IOX board and enable the read state of the node hub board.

9.1.2 Receive Finite State Machine
The receive FSM is more complex than its send counterpart in that it must not, only receive the
characters being sent, but interpret the data received and take the necessary action. This could
mean ignoring the rest of the data being sent if the id and address do not match its own, or delete
the received string if the number of characters received does not match the number specified. Figure
19 provides a simplified diagram of the FSM used to receive data, the implementation of the
checksum has been excluded for ease of explaining the steps taken when receiving data.
The first state SEARCH_ID_RX2 checks that the first character in the buffer (rx2_char) matches the
slave’s id. If this is true the FSM will allow transition in to the next state SEARCH_ADD_RX2 otherwise
the FSM will not allow the transition and a timeout will eventually occur. The SEARCH_ADD_RX2
state searches the second character received against the slave’s pre-defined address and will allow a
transition into the next state only if the address is matched otherwise the FSM is reset and a timeout
will eventually occur.
Once it has been established that the message is meant for this specific board the
SEARCH_NUM_RX2 state converts the third character received to its decimal equivalent, as
mentioned previously the third character in the message string is the number of characters that has
been sent. This number is used to identify if the message has been received in full as well as confirm
that the number of characters to be received does not exceed the data buffer limit of the received
data array, as this will result in an incomplete message being received.
The SEARCH_TRMCH_RX2 state loops around, saving the payload data into the data received array,
until the termination character has been received denoting the end of the message. Upon every
successful character being received (starting from the id character) a count of the number of
character is incremented; this allows the FSM to compare the number of characters it was told it
should receive (in the SEARCH_NUM_RX2 state) with the actual number received using the running
count kept. If this number is not equal the data array is cleared ready for the next cycle. The DATA
VALID RX2 state is entered upon the data being received correctly.
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SEARCH_ID_RX2

If (rx2_char == slave id)
If
(num_char_saved >
RX_DATA_BUF)

SEARCH_ADD_RX2

If (rx2_char != slave id)

If (rx2_char == slave addr)

SEARCH_NUM_RX2

If (num_char_saved <
RX_DATA_BUF)

SEARCH_TRMCH_RX2
If (num_char_saved ==
num_char_received)

If (num_char_saved !=
num_char_received)

DATA_VALID_RX2

Figure 19: Receive Finite State Machine

9.2 Node Hub Board Code
Before the code could be written for system a clear break down of the different sections of code
required was established. Figure 20 provides a block diagram of the main sections of code to be
developed. On start-up the initialisation state occurs, things like the ADC and UARTs are setup, as
mentioned earlier this code will not be explained but the remaining blocks of code will be discussed
in the following sections.
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main.c

INITIALISATION

INITIAL POLLING
ROUTINE

WHILE LOOP
IF
(DATA_VALID_RX1)

PC POLLING
NODE HUB BOARD

ELSE IF
(TIMER 5 RUNNING)

POLL TIMEOUT CHECK

ELSE IF
(JUMPER 3 ON)

RESTART INITIAL
POLL FUNCTION

ELSE

NORMAL OPERATION

Figure 20: main.c Routine

9.2.1 Initial Polling Routine
The initial polling routine searches the twelve different channels for connected devices. It does this
by polling each channel with an id, for example ‘s’ denotes a subsea IOX board, an addresses from 0
– 9 or A-F is also polled for; a reply will only be sent if both polled values match the slave’s predefined id and address. Upon no match a timeout will occur. Figure 21 provides a visual aid of the
FSM for the initial polling routine. When the initial polling routine is called the START POLLING state
initialises the variables used throughout the initial polling routine.
The SEND POLL MESSAGE state calls the SEND POLL TX2 function (uses the send FSM see section
9.1.1) and sends a query command using this function asking for a device with the specified address
to respond with its serial number. The SEND POLL TX2 function then calls the RECEIVE REPLY RX2
function; if the correct device is polled and the data received is valid the FSM will transition into the
DATA VALID RX2 state. The device is deemed to be found and the information regarding slave id,
slave address and the channel number will all be saved into the corresponding arrays. If the timeout
timer elapses there is deemed to be no reply from the device and the FSM will transition into the
NEXT DEVICE state.
In the DATA VALID RX2 state of the initial polling routine the information regarding the found
device’s id, address and channel number are all saved in the respective arrays at the location
relevant to the channel the devices were found on. In the example below two devices have been
found on channels one and six with id’s ‘s’ and addresses three and twelve, the arrays are initialised
with zeros thus if a zero is present no devices has been found on the respective channel. Where
sd_index is the variable used to index into the arrays based on the channel the device was found on.
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Polling[sd_index].id = [s, 0, 0, 0, 0, s, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Polling[sd_index].add = [3, 0, 0, 0, 0, C, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Polling[sd_index].chno = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
In the NEXT DEVICE state the address in which the slave is polled for is incremented to the next
address. The FSM is then transitioned to the SEND POLL MESSAGE and the cycle starts again; all 15
addresses are polled on the one channel before moving onto the next channel. This is done for all 12
channels with the STORE IN EEPROM state only entered when the final channel (channel 12) has
finished being polled for devices. The code to write to the EEPROM has not be incorporated in this
project due to limited time. The purpose of the POLLING TO ROUTING function will be explained in
greater detail below. The ERASE POLLING function is called to simply initialise the polling arrays with
zeros ready for the next time the polling function is called. See appendix 13.1 for the initial polling
routine C code.
POLL STATES

FUNCTIONS

START POLLING

SEND POLL MESSAGE

SEND POLL TX2

POLL DATA VALID

DATA VALID RX2

TIME OUT RX2

POLL TIME OUT
RECEIVE REPLY RX2

NEXT DEVICE

STORE IN EEPROM

POLLING TO
ROUTING

ERASE POLLING

Figure 21: Initial Polling Routine Finite State Machine

9.2.1.1 Polling Arrays to Routing Arrays
The polling to routing function has been created to utilise the information found during the initial
polling routine to update the routing arrays. The routing arrays are used by the normal operation
FSM to know what device to poll on what channel and what addresses are missing and need to be repolled for. Because the polling arrays are reused during the re-polling of missing devices a master set
of arrays has been created, such that they are just updated as new devices are found.
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The same three arrays are used to store the routing information with the addition of the mapped
array, which is used by the re-polling state in the normal operation routine to keep track of which
addresses have been found on each channel. The mapped array is indexed with respect to the
address of the found device, not the channel number it was found on. This can be seen in the
example below. Both the polling[].chno and mapped[].chno arrays have been initialised with 99,
which denotes no device for the respective channel.
The polling to routing function uses the polling array containing the found device’s ids to fill the
routing arrays. Only if an id is found at a given location in the array is the routing and mapped arrays
updated. If no id is found at any given location in the array the array index will be incremented to the
next location in the array until all twelve locations in the array have been searched.
The following example uses the previous polling array example to provide the output of the POLLING
TO ROUTING function. The routing channel array is the same as the polling arrays except 99 is used
to denote no device for that channel. The mapped channel array is different to the routing channel
array in that the array uses the address of a found device as the map_index. This means that the
array is indexed using the address of the found device, with the channel number saved in the array at
the location equal to the address value. See appendix 13.2 for the polling to routing C code.
Routing[sd_index].id = [s, 0, 0, 0, 0, s, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Routing[sd_index].add = [3, 0, 0, 0, 0, C, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]
Routing[sd_index].chno = [1, 99, 99, 99, 99, 6, 99, 99, 99, 99, 99, 99]
Mapped[map_index].chno = [99, 99, 1, 99, 99, 99, 99, 99, 99, 99, 99, 6]

9.2.1.2 Initial Polling Routine Results
An oscilloscope was used to ensure correct operation and provide a visual representation of what
was occurring. Figure 22 shows when the driver and read pins are enabled with the yellow line
indicating the drive pin and the blue the read pin. Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the transmission
message being sent and received in blue with the drive and read pins shown in the yellow. Figure 25
highlights when a device has not been found for that specific id and address that the read pin is
disabled after a timeout limit has been reached. This can be further illustrated by comparing the
negative width of Figure 22 and Figure 25 being 1.479ms and 4.952ms respectively.

Figure 22: Initial Poll Drive & Read Enable

Figure 23: Initial Poll Request Message
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Figure 24: Initial Poll Slave Reply

Figure 25: Initial Poll Slave Reply - Timeout

Figure 26 is a screen shot from the Docklight program used to monitor
communication between the two boards. It demonstrates how the
different ids and addresses have been polled on a specific channel. If a
device is correctly polled it replies with its version number in this case
a device has been found with an id ‘s’ and address 3, this can be seen
by the message “S380001<CR>” being returned.

Figure 26: Docklight - Poll
Messages & Slave Reply

9.2.2 Normal Operation Finite State Machine
The normal operation FSM is the main set of code written to control the polling sequence to obtain
the specific control panel information required, as well as re-poll for missing devices. Figure 27
illustrates the general flow of operations inside the NORMAL OPERATION FSM as seen in Figure 20.
(See appendix 13.3 for the normal operation C code). A FSM design has been implemented when
writing the code, all transition into a new “POLL STATE” are controlled. Various different functions
are called by the “POLL STATES”, this keeps the code in the main routine minimal making it easy to
read and debug.
The START CYCLE state is used to start and restart the polling cycle for the found devices as well as
initiate the re-polling of a missing device once every complete cycle of the found devices. In the
found device case the routing[].chno array is used to select the first found device in the array to be
polled. The FSM progresses to the POLL SLAVE state and uses the SEND SLAVE TX MSG function as
discussed in section 9.2.1 to poll the device with the command ‘P’ (see section 8.1) to obtain the
relevant analog and digital values for that specific control panel. The FSM is transitioned into the
WAIT SLAVE REPLY state.
Depending on if the data is valid or a time out has occurred depicts what occurs in the WAIT SLAVE
REPLY state. If the data is valid the received panel information is processed using the PROCESS PANEL
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INFO function, which is used to save the analog and digital values into allocated arrays by processing
the received data array. If a timeout occurred whilst polling a previously found device the console
panel fail count for that particular control panel is incremented by one. If the device has failed to
reply 3 times the device is removed from the found device list using the UPDATE ROUTING DELETE
function.
After the WAIT SLAVE REPLY state the FSM is transitioned into the NEXT SLAVE state, which scans the
routing[].chno array for the next found device in the array. The FSM is then sent to the POL SLAVE
state and the process is repeated for the next device unless there is no more found devices in the
routing[].chno array. When this occurs the FSM is sent to the CHECK TIMER 2 state which starts the
“second state” machine in reference to finding a missing address and will be explained below.

POLL STATES
START CYCLE

POLL SLAVE

WAIT SLAVE REPLY

Functions
found_addr == ILLEGAL SLAVE PANEL

found_addr != ILLEGAL SLAVE PANEL

SEND SLAVE TX MSG

POLL DATA VALID

UPDATE ROUTING
ADD

POLL TIME OUT

UPDATE ROUTING
DELETE

NEXT SLAVE

PANEL DATA VALID
CHECK TIMER 2

SEND POLL TX2

PROCESS PANEL
INFO

Figure 27: Normal Operation Finite State Machine

The CHECK TIMER 2 state is used to control the minimum turnaround time for the polling cycle but
more importantly keep track of what devices are missing and need to be re-polled for using the
information saved in the routing and mapped arrays mentioned earlier.
The CHECK TIMER 2 state uses the routing[].chno number array to find the first location in the array
equal to 99 as this denotes no device has been found on that channel. It then uses the
mapped[].chno array, which is indexed with the addresses, with the channel that address is found on
saved in the respective array location. Thus if the first location returns any value other than 99 it is
then known that that address has been found on a different channel the state then increments the
original array index and repeats the process until an address is not found to have a channel assigned
to it in the mapped[].chno array. When this occurs the FSM is transitioned to the poll slave state
which uses the SEND POLL TX2 function (see section 9.2.1) to send a query poll on that channel.
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The FSM is sent to the WAIT SLAVE REPLY state and, if a time out occurs, it is known that there is no
device attached or the address does not match. If device responds and the data is found to be valid a
new device has been found, the UPDATE ROUTING ADD function is used to update the routing and
mapped arrays with the newly found device’s information.
The FSM then moves to the NEXT SLAVE, where the FSM is sent to the START CYCLE state to restart
the process, as complete cycle of polling the found devices and polling one missing address has
occurred. The next time the FSM enters the CHECK TIMER 2 state the missing address is simply
polled on the next channel that has no device connected. This process is repeated until all the
channels with no attached devices have been polled with the specific address. The system then finds
the next missing address and starts the cycle all over again.

9.2.2.1 Normal Operation One Subsea IOX Board Connected
Initially only one board was connected to the node hub board to test the code to simplify debugging
the system. The initial prototype system discussed in section 5.1 was used to obtain the results
shown below. Figure 28 illustrates the continual polling of the found device every 104.3ms whilst
Figure 29 shows periodical polling for missing devices on a specific channel, in this case every 1.166s.
This ensures that the total cycle time is reduced as waiting for timeouts wastes considerable time as
demonstrated in section 9.2.1.

Figure 28: Found Slave Polling Interval

Figure 29: Missing Address Slave Polling
Interval

9.2.2.2 Timeout Error – Sprintf Function
It was discovered that, for particular commands, the system would stop polling a found device after
only a few cycles. The FSM code is written such that a device will only stop being polled if it has failed
to reply three times. This originally caused confusion as it could be seen on the Docklight program
monitoring the communication line that the slave did indeed reply, so how could it be timing out? It
was decided that the first step in debugging the code should be to find the state where the time out
occurs.
Tpoll was used to poll the node hub board at regular intervals such that the state causing the
timeout could be found, as it would be last state executed before entering the timeout state. The
UART interrupt routine was found to be the state where the routine was timing out, for a timeout to
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occur in this state it was thought that the id or address sent by the slave did not match that sent by
the master originally. After investigating this it was found that the id and address sent to the master
were correct, it was suggested by a fellow TMT employee to monitor the RS485 electrical
transmission signal using the oscilloscope to check the timing of the signal response.
It was only after analysing the raw electrical signals with the oscilloscope that the issue became
clear; a considerable delay in the response time was found. This can be seen in Figure 31 with the
delay found to be 17.3ms; this is considerably longer than the 60µs seen in Figure 30 from the
working poll command. The delay found exceeds the timeout interval of 5ms assigned for the polling
routine.

Figure 30: Delay Working Poll Command

Figure 31: Delay Failed Poll Command
Delay

After increasing the timeout interval to 30ms it was verified that this was the cause for the original
issue, but this delay is not acceptable as the overall polling cycle time needs to be kept to a minimum
to keep the system as responsive as possible.
After a discussion with another TMT employee about possible causes for the delay it was suggested
that the routine used to compile this particular message be checked for the use of the Sprintf
function. It was explained that this function had previously caused problems when a new update for
the library containing the sprintf function was released by Microchip. Once the code had been
examined it was found that the sprintf function was being used. As this was a known issue a TMT
employee has created a set of functions to replace the original sprint function.
All code using the sprintf function was updated to use the TMT equivalent functions. This fixed the
problem and reduced the delay dramatically. This can be seen in Figure 32 with the new delay being
only 200µs compared to the original 17.3ms delay.

Figure 32: Delay Interval - TMT Sprintf Function
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This fix dramatically reduced the total turnaround time from when the message was first sent to
receiving the final reply as the new Sprinft function is much faster at compiling the messages. Figure
33 and Figure 34 show that the turnaround time has been reduced from 25.4ms to 7.96ms a
decrease of approximately 70%.

Figure 33: Total Transmission Time - Old Sprintf Function

Figure 34: Total Transmission Time - TMT Sprintf Function

9.2.2.3 Normal Operation with Two Subsea IOX Boards Connected
Once the code had been tested and debugged a second subsea IOX board was connected to the
system, to prove the system FSM would poll all the connected boards correctly. The revised
prototype as explained in section 5.2 was also used to prove the system was modular in that boards
could be unplugged and reconnected on different channels and still be found. The system worked
exactly as anticipated with Figure 35 showing the two RS485 drive lines for the two separate subsea
IOX boards, with the region between the two pulses the response for that particular board. As there
are limited inputs for the oscilloscope the read lines could not be shown as well. The system’s
minimum turn around was reduced to 50ms, the total cycle time for two boards with one missing
device being polled is 72ms.

Figure 35: Found 2 Slave Devices Polling Interval
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9.3 Subsea Board Code
The code developed for the subsea board was less complex in comparison to the node hub board.
Because the subsea IOX board was originally designed as an analog and digital I/O board the preexisting code could be utilised to collect the switch states and analog values. A brief overview of the
code used to obtain the digital and analog values will be discussed below.

9.3.1 Digital Inputs
The digital inputs code uses a digital filter called an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter (explained in
section 9.3.2.1) to eradicate any electrical noise and/or spikes on the input pin, reducing false logic
triggering. As mentioned previously each digital input is represented by an individual bit in a binary
number, with a logical one representing the digital input is on and a logical zero representing a digital
input is off. Each digital input is updated by using bit operations to change individual bits within the
binary number representation.
As mentioned in section 6.5 three of the inputs are configured with pull up resistors and three with
pull down. In the pull up configuration a logical 1 is present when the switch is open, thus the
software has been used to invert this, such that when the switch is off the logic is aligned showing a
zero.
9.3.2 Analog Inputs
The Analog inputs also utilise the same IIR filtering technique (see section 9.3.2.1) to reduce the
impact of noise on the final ADC value. As mentioned in section 6.5.1 relating to the physical setup of
the analog input, it was highlighted that an external RC filter has been incorporated to aid in filtering.
The drawback of doing so was the time required to charge the internal hold capacitor is dependent
on the external capacitor, to enable the hold capacitor reach the correct voltage level of the input
the sample time has been set at its maximum value for the ADC.
The ADC has been setup to sample and convert all 16 channels sequentially with the routine
triggered by the timer interrupt every millisecond. After the sample and conversion of all 16
channels the microprocessor starts the ADC interrupt, where the IIR filtering is completed for each
channel using the values in the respective input buffer. Each ADC channel has been setup with a
sample time of 31μs and a conversion time of 14μs, thus each channel’s total conversion time is 45μs
with a total conversion time of 720μs to complete all 16 channels.
9.3.2.1 Infinite Impulse Response Filter
Like any application that involves processing raw electrical signals noise, can have a large impact on
the system, thus digital filtering must be considered. Previous TMT employees have employed the
use of infinite impulse response (IIR) filters [28] that, unlike finite impulse response (FIR) filters use
both the current and past input values as well as the current and past output values [28]. This means
that theoretically the impulse response of an IIR filter never reaches zero thus as the name suggests
it is an infinite response [28].
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Digital filters are generally expressed by general difference equation that can then be expressed as a
difference equation for the filter output. The type of low pass IIR filter adopted by TMT is often
called the “leaky bucket” integrator [29] and has a difference equation of:
[ ]

[

]

[ ]

Where:
x[n] is the filter input
y[n] is the filter output
n is the sample number
α is the feedback filter coefficients

[30]

The filter coefficient α can take on a value between 0 and 1, with α = 0 providing no filtering as the
output y[n] is equal to the input x[n]. The filter input x[n] has a reduced effect on the filtered output
as α increases, thus it has an effect of slowing the filter’s impulse response over a longer period of
time than if no filtering was used [29]. This eradicates the pulsing of the ADC value that can be seen
as the green response in Figure 36, where the filtering had been disabled on the subsea IOX board to
show the raw ADC value. The red response provides the ADC value after the digital filtering. It can be
seen that the filter provides a stable response for the same potentiometer position.

Figure 36: IIR Filtering vs. Raw Value
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10 Serial Communication System Final Outcomes
After extensive testing and debugging of individual sections of code the final step was to integrate all
the developed code into one final system to ensure correct operation. The final prototype system as
seen in Figure 10 was used to test the overall system for correct operation, whilst ensuring the
original objectives to make a system that was modular whilst maintaining efficient communication.
Table 6 highlights the number of analog and digital inputs for the individual control panels as well as
their respective polling times for the send, receive and total poll time. It can be seen that the control
panels with a higher number of analog inputs have the greatest turnaround time due to the fact
more characters (bytes) are required to represent the analog values. It was found that the total
turnaround time to poll all ten control panels was approximately 55ms, which equates to 18 cycles
per second. Missing panels would increase this time interval as the polling timeout interval is 15ms,
having several missing panels would slow the system down significantly, thus future code could be
implemented to stop polling a device after a predetermined number of attempts.

Panel
START STOP PANEL
ROV LIGHTS PANEL
THRUSTER TRIM
PANEL
AUTO CONTROL
PANEL
AUX TOLLING
PANEL
CAMERA CONTROL
PANEL
PILOT
MANIPUATOR
PANEL
CO-PILOT
MANIPUATOR
PANEL
VERTICAL
THRUSTER PANEL
HORIZONTAL
THRUSTER PANEL

Panel
#
1
2

# Analog
Inputs
3
2

# Digital
Inputs
4
2

Send - Poll
Time (ms)
1.588
1.588

Receive Poll
Time (ms)
4.168
3.624

Total Poll
Time (ms)
5.756
5.212

3

6

0

1.588

5.296

6.884

4

0

14

1.588

2.176

3.764

7

7

20

1.588

7.29

8.878

8

0

6

1.588

2.35

3.938

9

0

20

1.588

3.29

4.878

9

0

20

1.588

3.29

4.878

11

1

8

1.588

3.08

4.668

12

3

0

1.588

3.628

5.216

TOTAL POLL
TIME (ms)

54.072

Table 6: Control Panels Poll Times
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10.1 Console Monitor Test Program
TMT’s console monitor test program was used to verify the correct operation of the final prototype
system and ensure the values received from the control panels were correct. Figure 37 is a screen
shot of some on the control panels seen on the PC by the user. Three of the control panels have
been included as examples to show correct operation of the final system.

Figure 37: Console Monitor Test Program

The horizontal thruster control panel as seen in Figure 38 displays the 3 analog input values from the
Hall Effect joystick as their equivalent voltages. The left picture shows when the joystick is in its initial
state with the right picture showing when the joystick has been moved on all three of its axis. Slight
variations of approximately 20 millivolts in the centre position voltage can be seen, this is due to the
fact the voltage level is calculated based of the digital value received thus rounding errors occur.

Figure 38: Horizontal Thruster Control Panel
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The thruster trim control panel as seen in Figure 39 is like the horizontal thruster control panel in
that it only consists of analog inputs. The left picture shows when the trim setting are in their initial
state and the right showing the user setting the desired trim levels.

Figure 39: Thruster Trim Control Panel

The vertical thruster panel contains both analog and digital inputs with the left picture in Figure 40
showing the joystick in its resting position with all digital inputs off. The right picture highlights the
vertical thruster at max upward thrust, the manipulator jaw opening and the camera panning right,
indicated by the green lights.

Figure 40: Vertical Thruster Control Panel
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11 Potentiometer Fault Detection
Due to completion of the serial communication system quicker than anticipated it was decided to
design and implement a fault detection system for the potentiometers. The system would be used as
a failsafe mechanism to detect if a potentiometer contact became loose, as this could cause serious
issues. For example if the ground contact of the potentiometer is lost the voltage will float close to
its reference voltage of 5 volts, this could mean an unexpected near 100% vertical thrust if this were
the vertical thrust control panel. Whilst this has not happened on any ROV control system the fault
detector would provide another level of robustness to the system.

11.1 Proposed System Design
The proposed approach was to implement a test circuit using another ADC channel that would
periodically test the system. The test circuit needed to be designed such that it would only alter the
ADC value significantly if a contact had been lost. Because the system behaves completely different
when a ground contact is lost compared to when the positive 5 volt supply is lost, two separate test
circuit were thought up to enable both to be detected. The two test circuits would involve using a
digital output pin of the microprocessor to switch between 5 volts and 0 volts, then switching the pin
type to be a digital input which would disconnect the test circuit by creating an open circuit.
Figure 41 below provides a circuit diagram of the proposed system. The first analog input AIN1 is
used to read the voltage level of the potentiometer under normal operating conditions, whilst AIN5
is to be used to measure the potentiometer voltage when each test circuit is switched in. It can be
noted that the two circuits are different for each channel, because the test circuit is switched in for
only one cycle of the ADC sampling and conversion sequence the ADC needs to be fully charged in
this time period for the system to work. Thus a smaller capacitor was used as the voltage over the
CHOLD capacitor is dependent on the external capacitor’s time constant [31]. The voltage divider
circuit was removed to align the maximum input voltage with the analog input voltage reference;
this is explained in greater detail in the following sections.
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TEST CIRCUIT
Open
Contact

5V

0V

10k
5k
5V DC

POTENTIOMETER
Vout

ADC - Internal
10k

120

AIN1
6.92k

5k

CEXT 1

100nF

10k

CHOLD

18pF

120

AIN5
CEXT 2

1nF

CHOLD

18pF

Figure 41: Potentiometer Test Circuit

Because the voltage across a capacitor does not change instantaneously it has a transient response
associated with the steady state response, which is considered the voltage after the transient has
decayed [32]. The voltage across a capacitor at any given instant in time is found by using the
equation below.
)
Where:
VC = Voltage across capacitor
VS = Supply Voltage
t = Time elapsed since the supply voltage was attached
RC = Time constant (τ) of the charging circuit
[32]
The ADC converter has been setup with a sample time of 31μs this means that when the test circuit
is switched in AIN5 must be able to fully charge CHOLD to accurately measure the input voltage. The
worst case scenario will be when the voltage is changed from 0 to 5 volts [33], with the time taken to
reach this voltage level the longest. Using the equation above the voltage across CEXT1 after the
sampling period of 31μs was calculated to show how the current ADC setup is not satisfactory for the
fault detection system. Three different scenarios are compared in Table 7; the original circuit, the
original circuit with the CEXT 1 changed to 1nF and the new circuit as seen in AIN5 with a CEXT of 1nF.
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Scenario

Source Voltage (Vs)

R (kΩ)

t (μs)

C (nF)

Capacitor Voltage (VC)

Error (%)

Original Circuit
100nF
Original Circuit 1nF
New Circuit 1nF

2.0449

4.0898

31

100

0.149271

92.7004

2.0449
5.0000

4.0898 31
10.0000 31

1
1

2.0439
4.7748

0.0511
4.5049

Table 7: Capacitor Voltage after Sampling Period

Table 7 concludes that by using a smaller external capacitor in both circuits the voltage potential
across the external capacitor is very close to the voltage source (the potentiometer output). Whilst
the original circuit with the 1nF has a smaller error the ADC range is limited from 0 to 1638, as the
maximum voltage seen by the ADC is two Volts because of the second voltage divider circuit. Thus it
was decided for the test circuit to alter one analog input on the subsea IOX board to the new circuit
to give better digital resolution per voltage change.
The simulation package ICAPS SpiceNet [34] was used to run transient simulations to obtain a
graphical representation of the charging sequence for the worst case scenario and confirm the
calculations in Table 7. Figure 42 confirms the calculated results for the original circuit with a 100nF
external capacitor; the simulated results show the voltage across the capacitor at 31μs to be 149.043
mV compared to 149.3 mV for the calculated results.

Figure 42: Original Circuit 100nF RC Charging Curve

The simulated results for the original and new circuit with 1nF capacitors can be seen in Figure 43
and Figure 44 respectively. Both results confirm the calculated voltage across the external capacitor
after 31μs with the difference between the two sets of results 0.8 mV and 12.3 mV respectively.
These results confirm the calculated results and further justify why the new circuit with a 1nF
capacitor should be used for measuring the voltage level when the test circuit is switched in.
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Figure 43: Original Circuit 1nF RC Charging Curve

Figure 44: New Circuit 1nF RC Charging Curve

11.2 Test Circuit Analysis
The test circuits proposed under normal operating conditions (no faults present) is to only affect the
voltage level slightly as the circuit’s impedance under the test conditions is changed marginally, and
thus the voltage divider ratio of the potentiometer is kept nearly the same. Whilst a fault causes the
impedance of the circuit to change affecting the voltage divider ratio of Vout significantly enough that
the two values before and after the fault can be compared. If the values are found to be greater than
the acceptable range a fault has occurred. The two test circuits will be analysed using a circuit
analysis for each fault case.

11.2.1 Open 5 Volt Positive Potentiometer Contact
The circuit was first analysed under normal operating conditions to find the value of Vout as the
potentiometer slider is rotated. This can be seen in Figure 45 as the dark blue line, Vout is plotted
against its corresponding R1 value and the linear relationship between the two can be seen. Under
normal operating conditions if the positive 5V supply is lost the potentiometer Vout is zero volts. The
next step was to analyse the circuit under normal operating conditions when each test had been
switched into the circuit.
The 5V test and 0V test can been seen as the green and aqua coloured curves in Figure 45
respectively. The curves provide evidence that under normal operating conditions the test circuits
when switched in have a minimal effect on Vout. The circuit was then analysed with an open circuit at
the positive contact with the 5V and 0V test circuits switched in, the purple and orange curves
represent the two test results.
From the results it was decided that the 5V test would be used to detect a missing 5V supply contact,
as when the 5V test is on it gives the greatest deviation from Vout for any R1 value when no test is on
and a fault has occurred.
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This can be seen by comparing the purple and orange curve, the red is the actual curve that signifies
Vout when a fault has occurred under normal operating condition but cannot be seen as it is behind
the orange curve. Calculations can be seen in appendix 4 section 13.4

Normal Op Test
OFF Closed +ve
Contact
Normal Op Test
OFF Open +ve
Contact
5V Test ON Closed
+ve Contact

Vout vs. R1
6.000
5.000

Vout (V)

4.000
3.000

5V Test ON Open
+ve Contact

2.000

0V Test ON Closed
+ve Contact

1.000
0.000
0.000

2.000

4.000

6.000

8.000

10.000

0VTest ON Open
+ve Contact

R1 (kΩ)
Figure 45: Vout vs. R1 - Positive Contact Analysis

11.2.2 Open Ground Potentiomter Contact
The same method was used to analyse the circuit for when a ground contact to the potentiometer
was lost. It was found that the 5V test would not be as effective to test for a ground fault, as the
voltage levels between a fault when the test was on and off were the same, and thus the 0V test
would be used as the voltage difference is significant enough to determine when a the ground
contact was lost, see Figure 46.

Vout vs. R1

Normal Op Test
OFF Closed GND
Contact
Normal Op Test
OFF Open GND
Contact
5V Test ON Closed
GND Contact

6.000
5.000

Vout (V)

4.000
3.000

5V Test ON Open
GND Contact

2.000
1.000

0V Test ON Closed
GND Contact

0.000
0.000

0V Test ON Open
GND Contact

2.000

4.000

6.000

8.000

10.000

R1 (kΩ)
Figure 46: Vout vs. R1 - Ground Contact Analysis
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The calculations were conducted with no ADC circuit attatched for simplified calculations, in reality
the voltage divider of the original ADC (see Figure 41) causes the voltage for a fault condition to vary
from 4 to 5 volts depending on the potentiometer position.
Whilst the system still works in future designs the voltage divider circuit would be removed to give a
greater voltage difference between when the test is on/off under fault conditions, thus the circuit
would behave more like results in Figure 46. Calculations can be seen in appendix 5 section 13.5.

11.2.3 Acceptable Voltage Difference
For the system to be utilised an acceptable voltage difference had to be established between when
the tests were off and then on. It can be seen from Figure 45 and Figure 46 that the voltage
difference between the two scenarios is not uniform for varying values of R1, thus it was decided to
use Microsoft Excel to produce equations that would give the limit value for the test scenarios based
on the voltage when no test was on.
To do this the voltages were first converted to their digital equivalent between 0 and 512, it was
decided to reduce the levels used to represent the analog signal from 0 to 4096 to 0 to 512 and thus
reduce the values in the array containing acceptable voltage values in the code. The equations
would be used to build an array containing the limit value for that specific voltage, such that when
the previous value before the test was turned on it could be used to index into the array and find the
limit value. The test would then be turned on and the current value would then be compared to the
boundary conditions and if it is not within the acceptable limit a fault is present.
Figure 47 provides a graphical representation of the corresponding digital values for the voltages
when the test is on against the test off. Excel was used to add polynomial trend lines to find a
relationship between the two. Two trend lines have been used as it was found they gave to closest
approximation to the test on value seen in the graph in Figure 45 using the test off value as x.
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y = 6E-06x3 - 0.0043x2 + 1.9349x + 0.4129
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0
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300

400

500
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Figure 47: No Fault – AIN5 5V Test On vs. AIN5 5V Test Off
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The same process was used for the 0V test under normal condtions and can be seen in Figure 48.

AIN5 No Fault - 0 Volt Test On vs Off
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Figure 48: No Fault – AIN5 0V Test On vs. AIN5 0V Test Off

Using the equations found from Excel the limit conditions for each digital value from 0 to 512 were
calculated. From this two separate arrays containing the limit values could be created ready to be
used in the developed code.

11.3 Code Developed
Once the subsea IOX board had been modified to include the new test circuit the board was first
tested to verify its correct operation and that it had not been damaged during the change out. The
board’s functionality along with the new circuit was deemed correct thus the potentiometer fault
detection code was developed.
The first step was to develop code that would switch in the test circuits at regular intervals. The
original timer interrupt for the ADC was setup to occur every 1ms, thus it was utilised to increment a
count to trigger a test circuit every 200 cycles, to reduce the affect the test circuit had on the original
ADC channel reading the control signal. The timer interrupt was also used to switch in the respective
test circuit using the registers for defining the pin type (input or output) and in the output pin case if
it was on (5V) or off (0V). When no test circuit was used the pin state would be an input which is
almost the same as an open circuit thus disconnecting the test circuit.
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Figure 49 is an oscilloscope screenshot of the voltage
level for the I/O pin used to switch in the test circuit.
Each test can be denoted by the voltage level on the
pin. When no test is on, the pin is an open circuit, thus
the voltage of the pin is equal to the potentiometer
output voltage. The 5V and 0V test can be identified by
the voltage level pulse to 5 and 0 volts respectively. The
time interval between the two tests can be verified at
200ms from Figure 49.
Figure 49: Test Circuit On/Off Interval

The code to determine if a fault has occurred was developed based on the ideas discussed in section
11.2.3. Like the digital inputs the binary representation of an integer variable was used to set bits on
and off depending on whether a fault had occurred. Two bits was used to represent each fault type,
the integer value was converted to its Hexadecimal equivalent and added to the end of the control
panel’s message sent to the node hub board.

11.4 Testing & Results
The system was tested using the TPoll program to poll the subsea IOX board and display the current
state of each bit within the variable used by the fault detection code to indicate a fault has occurred.
The potentiometer was turned to various positions with the positive five volt and ground contact
removed with the fault verified when the respective bit was displayed as a one in the TPoll program.
The contact was then re connected and the Tpoll program was used to verify the microprocessor had
detected there was no longer a fault.
Figure 50 demonstrates when the 5V test is switched on under no fault conditions (left) and the
voltage seen for the same potentiometer setting when the positive contact has been disconnected
(right). Because the 5V supply to the potentiometer is lost the output voltage drops to 0V when the
test is off. Figure 51 demonstrates the 5V test being switched on under normal operating conditions
when the potentiometer output is 0V and no fault is present. It demonstrates that the voltage level
only increases from 0 to 320mV. Comparing this to the result in Figure 50 it can be seen in the right
oscilloscope shot the voltage level has increased from 0 to 1.12V for that specific potentiometer
setting, thus a fault would be detected as the acceptable limit is only 320mV as seen in Figure 51.
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Figure 50: 5V Test No Fault vs. Fault

Figure 51: 5V Test On No Fault Vout = 0V
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Similar results can be seen for the 0V test in Figure 52, the oscilloscope shot on the left demonstrates
that when the test circuit is on under no fault conditions for an original voltage of 4.64V the test
circuit only reduces the voltage level to 4.24V whilst for the same original voltage under fault
conditions the test circuit reduces the voltage to 3.92. This significant difference allows the
developed code to detect a fault as it knows the limit for that specific voltage has been exceeded.

Figure 52: 0V Test No Fault vs. Fault

Over all, the fault detection system worked as anticipated with a relatively high degree of accuracy,
but the system as anticipated from the results found in section 11.2.1 and 11.2.2 was less accurate
when detecting faults when voltage levels were less than 0.5V for the 5V test and greater than 4.5V
for the 0V test. This is because the test circuit has less impact on the output voltage, as R1 becomes
larger the equivalent resistance of R1 in parallel with the 10kΩ test resistor increases, thus due to
the voltage diver principle the voltage seen at Vout is smaller. This means the difference between the
test voltage and normal operation voltage is less; because of this it makes it harder to detect a fault
as the fault voltage with the test on is close to the test voltage with no fault. As mentioned
previously the original ADC circuit has a voltage divider before its input. This is required to be
removed or altered to make the system more accurate to reflect the theoretical results. Future
improvements, like removing the voltage divider are required to improve the system’s accuracy; this
may require redesigning the test circuit or changing the test circuit completely.
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12 Final Outcomes
The primary objective of this project was to develop a serial communication network to replace the
current ribbon cable links between the MCB and console control panels. The idea was to approach
the project by breaking it up into different stages to ensure the best outcome. The project consisted
of three major phases: the Pre-design, Prototyping and Testing, and Documentation. Various TMT
employees were involved throughout the project at different stages to provide their guidance and
expert knowledge. The approach proved to be successful with the original project finished ahead of
schedule allowing for a side project involving the design and implementation of a potentiometer
fault detector system.
The results from the serial interface project provide conclusive evidence that a serial communication
system can be used to efficiently collect the control signals from the ten different pilot control
panels. It was stated by a fellow TMT employee that a cycle time of less than 100ms would be
considered acceptable to pilot the ROV without considerable lag; the prototype system had a
minimum cycle time of 55ms well inside the limits set. Whilst the final prototype system was able to
meet the project requirements further development and testing needs to be undertaken to design a
purpose built system, such as developing PCB boards specific for this application as the current
system has been developed using existing microprocessor boards.
Whilst a potentiometer fault detection circuit was designed and built, further work is still required to
enhance the accuracy of the system. The current system lacks the accuracy to detect faults at the
upper and lower voltage levels for the respective tests. Future work is required to address these
issues; this may mean updating the current PCBs as mentioned in the report or if required
introduced a completely new system. The fault detection system developed is merely a feasibility
study to prove the concept that a potentiometer fault detection system could be developed and
included in future control console systems if a serial interface is incorporated.
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13 Appendices
13.1 Appendix 1 Initial Polling Routine C Code
The initial polling routine code is used to search the twelve different RS-485 channels for connected
devices. A FSM approach has been used to structure the code into different tasks with the final code
responsible for polling each channel with an id, for example‘s’ denotes a subsea IOX board, an
addresses from 0 – 9 or A-F is also polled for; a reply will only be sent if both polled values match the
slave’s pre-defined id and address. Upon no match a timeout will occur

void InitialPollFunc(void)
{
//unsigned int EE_loc;
switch (slave_comms.rx.status)
{
case START_POLLING:
sd_index = 0;
// id, add for the first device to be polled
slave_comms.tx.slave_id = 's';
slave_comms.tx.slave_add = '1';
slave_comms.tx.slave_chno = 1;
slave_comms.tx.trial_no = 0;
slave_comms.rx.status = SEND_POLL_MESSAGE;
break;
case SEND_POLL_MESSAGE:
// inquire slave node version
// kick start slave transmission (will do UART priming and starting
// and leave state in SEND_DATA_TX2)
strcpy((char*)slave_comms.tx.data,"?v");
send_poll_tx2();
break;
case DATA_VALID_RX2:
// when a device is found save respective information into array
polling[sd_index].id = slave_comms.tx.slave_id;
polling[sd_index].add = slave_comms.tx.slave_add;
//polling[sd_index].ext_add = 0;
polling[sd_index].chno = slave_comms.tx.slave_chno;
sd_index++;
slave_comms.rx.status = NEXT_DEVICE;
break;
case TIME_OUT_RX2:
// device not found on specified id and address
slave_comms.rx.data[0] = 0; // delete the nonsense received
if ( (slave_comms.tx.trial_no++) == 0 )
slave_comms.rx.status = SEND_POLL_MESSAGE;
else
slave_comms.rx.status = NEXT_DEVICE;
break;
case NEXT_DEVICE:
// set the new id and address to be polled
if (sd_index >= SLAVE_DEVICE_NUMBER_MAX)
slave_comms.rx.status = STORE_IN_EEPROM;
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else
// sd_index < SLAVE_DEVICE_NUMBER_MAX
{
slave_comms.tx.trial_no = 0;
slave_comms.rx.status = SEND_POLL_MESSAGE;
if (slave_comms.tx.slave_add < '9')
slave_comms.tx.slave_add++;
else if (slave_comms.tx.slave_add == '9')
slave_comms.tx.slave_add = 'A';
else if (slave_comms.tx.slave_add < 'F')
slave_comms.tx.slave_add++;
else
{
slave_comms.tx.slave_add = '1';
if (slave_comms.tx.slave_chno < 12)
slave_comms.tx.slave_chno++;
else
{
slave_comms.tx.slave_chno = 1;
if (slave_comms.tx.slave_id < 's')
slave_comms.tx.slave_id++;
else
slave_comms.rx.status = STORE_IN_EEPROM;
}
}
}
break;
case STORE_IN_EEPROM:
// process the polling arrays save data into routing arrays
if( polling_option == 'E')
{
Polling2Routing();
ErasePolling();
}
poll_state = START_CYCLE;
slave_comms.rx.status = NO_POLLING;
break;
}
}
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13.2 Appendix 2 Polling to Routing C code
The polling to routing code is responsible for storing the found information about a device into the designated
arrays, which are later used by other sections of code to poll the correct device on a specified channel. The
routing arrays are the master set of arrays which are continually updated as new devices are found or lost.

void Polling2Routing(void)
{
char id_scan, id_char;
sd_index = 0;
map_index = 0;
for (id_scan = 'a'; id_scan <= 'z'; id_scan++)
{
routing_id_index[id_scan - 'a'] = sd_index;
id_char = polling[sd_index].id;
while ( (id_char == id_scan) && (sd_index < SLAVE_DEVICE_NUMBER_MAX) )
{
map_index = polling[sd_index].chno;
mapped[map_index].chno = polling[sd_index].chno;
if(polling[sd_index].add > '9')
{
array_index = 10 + polling[sd_index].add - 'A';
routing[array_index].id = id_char;
routing[array_index].add = polling[sd_index].add;
//routing[sd_index].ext_add = polling[sd_index].ext_add;
routing[array_index].chno = polling[sd_index].chno;
sd_index ++;
id_char = polling[sd_index].id;
}
else
{
array_index = polling[sd_index].add - '0';
routing[array_index].id = id_char;
routing[array_index].add = polling[sd_index].add;
//routing[sd_index].ext_add = polling[sd_index].ext_add;
routing[array_index].chno = polling[sd_index].chno;
sd_index ++;
id_char = polling[sd_index].id;
}
}
}
routing_id_index[ID_NUMBER_MAX] = sd_index; // define end of 'z' id line
}
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13.3 Appendix 3 Normal Operating Finite State Machine C Code
The normal operation FSM is the main set of code written to control the polling sequence to obtain
the specific control panel information required, as well as re-poll for missing devices.

switch (poll_state)
{
case POLLING_ALL_SLAVES:
polling_option = 'E';
InitialPollFunc();
break;
case START_CYCLE:
// restarts timer 2, controls the minimum cycle time for polling all panels
Restart_Timer2
// searches the array for the next found addr
for (found_addr = START_STOP; found_addr < ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL; found_addr++)
{
if (routing[found_addr].chno != 99)
break;
}
// if no found addr's in array searches for new device
if (found_addr == ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL)
{
poll_state = CHECK_TIMER2;
missing_chno++;
break;
}
process_node = found_addr;
slave_comms.rx.status = START_POLLING;
poll_state = POLL_SLAVE;
break;
case POLL_SLAVE:
// restarts timer 2, controls the minimum cycle time for polling all panels
Restart_Timer2
if (found_addr == ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL)
{
poll_state = WAIT_SLAVE_REPLY;
// sends the query command to find new device
send_poll_tx2();
}
else
{
poll_state = WAIT_SLAVE_REPLY;
// sends the P command to get analog and digital values
Send_Slave_Tx_Msg(process_node);
}
break;
case WAIT_SLAVE_REPLY:
if ((slave_comms.rx.status == DATA_VALID_RX2) || (slave_comms.rx.status ==
TIME_OUT_RX2))
{
if (process_node <= HORIZONTAL_THRUSTERS)
{
//update fail counter for found normal operation
if ((slave_comms.rx.status == TIME_OUT_RX2) && (found_addr !=
ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL))
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{
if (Console_Panels_failcnt[process_node] < 3)
{
Console_Panels_failcnt[process_node]++;
}
else
{
// updates found addr array if a previously found device
has failed to reply 3 times
Console_Panels_failcnt[process_node] = 3;
missing_chno = 13;
UpdateRoutingDelete();
}
}
// updates found addr array if successful reply from new device
else if ((slave_comms.rx.status == DATA_VALID_RX2) &&
(found_addr == ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL))
{
missing_chno = 13;
UpdateRoutingAdd();
ErasePolling();
}
// processes panel info if reply data is valid for normal
operation
else if ((slave_comms.rx.status == DATA_VALID_RX2) &&
(found_addr != ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL)) n
{
Console_Panels_failcnt[process_node] = 0;
ProcessPanelInfo();
}
}
slave_comms.rx.status = NO_POLLING;
poll_state = NEXT_SLAVE;
}
break;
case NEXT_SLAVE:
// restarts polling cycle
if (found_addr == ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL)
{
poll_state = START_CYCLE;
}
// selects the next device in the found addr array to poll
else if (found_addr < ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL)
{
++found_addr;
for (found_addr; found_addr < ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL; found_addr++)
{
if (routing[found_addr].chno != 99)
{
process_node = found_addr;
slave_comms.rx.status = START_POLLING;
poll_state = POLL_SLAVE;
break;
}
}
// no more found devices in the array now searches for a missing addr
if (found_addr == ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL)
{
missing_chno++;
poll_state = CHECK_TIMER2;
}
}
break;
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case CHECK_TIMER2:
if (IFS0bits.T2IF)
// waits for minimum cycle time to elapse
{
//increments the channel number to look for the specified addr
//only polls on channels that don't already have a device present
if (found_addr == ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL && (missing_chno > 1) &&
(missing_chno <= 12))
{
for (missing_chno; missing_chno < 13; missing_chno++)
{
if (mapped[missing_chno].chno == 99)
{
process_node = missing_addr;
poll_state = POLL_SLAVE;
slave_comms.rx.status = START_POLLING;
break;
}
}
break;
}
else
//finds the next addr that is missing to be searched for
{
missing_chno = 1;
missing_addr++;
for (missing_addr; missing_addr < ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL; missing_addr++)
{
if (routing[missing_addr].chno == 99)
{
process_node = missing_addr;
break;
}
}
if (missing_addr == ILLEGAL_SLAVE_PANEL)
{
missing_addr = 0;
missing_chno = 1;
break;
}
for (missing_chno; missing_chno < 13; missing_chno++)
{
if (mapped[missing_chno].chno == 99)
{
poll_state = POLL_SLAVE;
slave_comms.rx.status = START_POLLING;
break;
}
}
}
}

break;
}
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13.4 Appendix 4 Open 5 Volt Positive Potentiometer Contact Calculations
The following calculations where used to obtain the results in Table 8 which were used to construct
the voltage response for various circuit scenarios in Figure 45. All calculations assume no ADC circuit
connected.
RT = Test resistance

Normal Op Test OFF Closed +ve Contact
(

)

Normal Op Test OFF Open +ve Contact
(

)

5V Test ON Closed +ve Contact
(

)

5V Test ON Open +ve Contact
(

)

0V Test ON Closed +ve Contact
(

)

0V Test ON Open +ve Contact
Since the test voltage is zero and the positive potentiometer contact is not connected Vout is equal to
zero as no voltage is applied to the circuit.
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Potentiometer Normal Op Test OFF Normal Op Test OFF
Resistances
Closed +ve Contact Open +ve Contact
R1 (kΩ) R2 (kΩ) Vout
Vout
0.000 10.000
5.000
0.000
0.500
9.500
4.750
0.000
1.000
9.000
4.500
0.000
1.500
8.500
4.250
0.000
2.000
8.000
4.000
0.000
2.500
7.500
3.750
0.000
3.000
7.000
3.500
0.000
3.500
6.500
3.250
0.000
4.000
6.000
3.000
0.000
4.500
5.500
2.750
0.000
5.000
5.000
2.500
0.000
5.500
4.500
2.250
0.000
6.000
4.000
2.000
0.000
6.500
3.500
1.750
0.000
7.000
3.000
1.500
0.000
7.500
2.500
1.250
0.000
8.000
2.000
1.000
0.000
8.500
1.500
0.750
0.000
9.000
1.000
0.500
0.000
9.500
0.500
0.250
0.000
10.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

5V Test ON
5V Test ON
Closed +ve Contact Open +ve Contact
Vout
Vout
5.000
2.500
4.761
2.436
4.541
2.368
4.335
2.297
4.138
2.222
3.947
2.143
3.760
2.059
3.574
1.970
3.387
1.875
3.196
1.774
3.000
1.667
2.796
1.552
2.581
1.429
2.352
1.296
2.107
1.154
1.842
1.000
1.552
0.833
1.231
0.652
0.872
0.455
0.465
0.238
0.000
0.000

0V Test ON
0VTest ON
Closed +ve Contact Open +ve Contact
Vout
Vout
5.000
0.000
4.535
0.000
4.128
0.000
3.769
0.000
3.448
0.000
3.158
0.000
2.893
0.000
2.648
0.000
2.419
0.000
2.204
0.000
2.000
0.000
1.804
0.000
1.613
0.000
1.426
0.000
1.240
0.000
1.053
0.000
0.862
0.000
0.665
0.000
0.459
0.000
0.239
0.000
0.000
0.000

Table 8: Positive Contact Circuit Analysis
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13.5 Appendix 5 Open Ground Potentiomter Contact Calculations
The following calculations were used to obtain the results in Table 9 which were used to construct
the voltage response for various circuit scenarios in Figure 46. All calculations assumed the voltage
divider in original analog circuit is not present, in actual fact the voltage value is affected by different
potentiometer settings as there is a ground reference because the voltage divider in the original ADC
circuit. It has been assumed this would affect the circuit under test conditions proportionally for
varying R1 values.
RT = Test resistance

Normal Op Test OFF Closed GND Contact
(

)

Normal Op Test OFF Open GND Contact
Floating at 5 volts as no ground reference point connected.

5V Test ON Closed GND Contact
(

)

5V Test ON Open GND Contact
Floating at 5 volts as no ground reference point connected.

0V Test ON Closed GND Contact
(

)

0V Test ON Open GND Contact
(

)
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Potentiometer
Resistances

Normal Op Test OFF
Closed GND Contact

R1 (kΩ) R2 (kΩ) Vout
0.000 10.000
0.500
9.500
1.000
9.000
1.500
8.500
2.000
8.000
2.500
7.500
3.000
7.000
3.500
6.500
4.000
6.000
4.500
5.500
5.000
5.000
5.500
4.500
6.000
4.000
6.500
3.500
7.000
3.000
7.500
2.500
8.000
2.000
8.500
1.500
9.000
1.000
9.500
0.500
10.000
0.000

5.000
4.750
4.500
4.250
4.000
3.750
3.500
3.250
3.000
2.750
2.500
2.250
2.000
1.750
1.500
1.250
1.000
0.750
0.500
0.250
0.000

Normal Op Test OFF
Open GND Contact

5V Test ON
Closed GND Contact

5V Test ON
Open GND Contact

0V Test ON
Closed GND Contact

0VTest ON
Open GND Contact

Vout

Vout

Vout

Vout

Vout

5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000

5.000
4.761
4.541
4.335
4.138
3.947
3.760
3.574
3.387
3.196
3.000
2.796
2.581
2.352
2.107
1.842
1.552
1.231
0.872
0.465
0.000

5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000
5.000

5.000
4.535
4.128
3.769
3.448
3.158
2.893
2.648
2.419
2.204
2.000
1.804
1.613
1.426
1.240
1.053
0.862
0.665
0.459
0.239
0.000

5.000
4.762
4.545
4.348
4.167
4.000
3.846
3.704
3.571
3.448
3.333
3.226
3.125
3.030
2.941
2.857
2.778
2.703
2.632
2.564
2.500

Table 9: Ground Contact Circuit Analysis
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